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Recommended Singles:
4. El tren de la bruja
13. Duelo al sol

8. Vent que bufa al meu favor

BRIGHTON 64
EL TREN DE LA BRUJA
Tracklist:
1.Reacciones
2. Maldición
3. Mi mierda naranja
4. El tren de la bruja
5. Que Garfio mate a Peter Pan
6. El mundo no es para mí
7. Elwood & Jake
8. Vent que bufa al meu favor
9. El poster de Samantha Fox
10. ¿Quién mató al gato?
11. Chica 10
12. Ensayar es de cobardes
13. Duelo al sol
14. Despertar de un sueño
15. Antes de la tormenta
16. El agua de los floreros
17 .Corre un rumor
18. Todo es lo mismo, nada es igual
19. La lluna ens acompanya
20. Cadena de transmisión
Selling Points:
- Double LP with 20 songs strung together with an
exclusive story written by Carlos Zanón, who as

When a group of any kind or condition presents a new album, the promotion manager
usually emphasizes that this disc is DIFFERENT from the previous ones. Often this is
not true. In the present case, however, this assertion can not be more certain.
BRIGHTON 64 has recorded a record very different from what we are accustomed to,
both in the legendary era of the 80s and in this surprising second youth that the band
has been living since its meeting in 2011.
Firstly, it is a double album, 20 songs in which the Barcelona born band has been able
to unleash a wealth of unprecedented creativity after more than 30 years of career
behind them. Secondly, the lyrics of “El Tren De La Bruja”
are guided throughout the album on exclusive account of renowned writer CARLOS
ZANÓN, who has worked side by side with the brothers ALBERT and RICKY GIL to create
a splendid combination of pop music and literature that has few precedents in our
country.
The solid contribution of keyboardist JORDI FONTICH, drummer ERIC HERRERA and
bassist PABLO JIMÉNEZ, together with the star appearances of KURT BAKER and
RACHEL PLAYFAIR, the powerful production of SANTI GARCIA and the extraordinary artwork by ADRIÀ MARQUÈS turn “El Tren De La Bruja” into a total work of art full of unexpected details. “El Tren De La Bruja” is not just DIFFERENT, it is a bittersweet tale that
hurts like a punch, with a soundtrack that does not lag behind in emotional force.

worked side by side with the Gil brothers to create
a splendid combination of pop music and literature.
- Recorded and produced by Santi Garcia at
Ultramarinos Costa Brava. Master by Victor Garcia
(Ultramarinos Mastering).
- Guest stars Kurt Baker and Rachel Playfair.
- Artwork by Adrià Marquès (Penny Cocks)
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